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Your fundraising: the
where, when and how!
So what about your online
fundraising? It’s the simplest
and most effective way to raise
money for Walk the Walk!

1 We receive your online

sponsorship money much quicker than
the more traditional methods.

2 This means we can grant it to the
places that need it quickly too!

3 About 80% of donations made

online are eligible for Gift Aid (compared
to only 30% made through sponsorship
forms).

And now for your offline
fundraising…

1 Don’t forget to ask your sponsor to
fill in the Gift Aid on your Sponsor Form.

2 You can pay in your offline

sponsorship to your online page!

3 Or, use cheques or postal orders

to send in the money. Please DO NOT
send any cash in the post.

4 Cheques should be made payable
to WALK THE WALK WORLWIDE.

5 Make sure your Name, Walker

4 If you give £10.00, using Gift Aid

Number and Team Name are written on
the back of any cheques and send to:

5 If you have not yet created an

Walk the Walk
The MoonWalk Scotland 2018
No 6 Genesis Business Park
Albert Drive
Woking
Surrey GU21 5RW
United Kingdom

it’s worth £12.50 to the charity!

online fundraising page, this is what you
need to do next...

6 Go to walkthewalk.org/

mws18online and create your page…
Everyday Hero are our partner.

7 Make sure you upload a picture
and then everybody with a page
should…

8 Share… share… share your

page on social media and via email
on the days leading up to the 9 June
and in particular on the night of the
MoonWalk itself!

9 Say ‘Thank You!’
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Bag Tag

1025
1025
Ann Walker

Entrance
ticket

Ann Walker

Black
personal
number
and name
Finish

Food
Line
2 The Bra
ticket
ticket
3 T-shirt
4 Hat
Black and White Tartan
New Moon
Pink Tartan Pink Peak
Half Moon
Pink Tartan White Peak
Full Moon
Black and White Striped
Over The Moon
5 Space Blanket It is advisable not to open
this item before arriving at the event as they are
impossible to repack! On the night, this should be
tied onto your Bumbag and used as a reflector. If
you feel quite warm but need additional warmth,
wrap the blanket around your shoulders. If you are
feeling cold we advise that you use the weather
protector with additional clothing if necessary
which will be more effective.
6 Weather Protector Ideal for protecting you
against wind, rain or just cold weather. Be sure to
carry it with you on the night!

Please call Walk the Walk immediately on
01483 741430 if you have any items missing
or an incorrect Walker Number!
For your own fun and safety it is
all
extremely important that you read
e.
guid
the information in this

© Walk the Walk Worldwide V2018

Sorry, bras and T-shirts cannot be changed.
We have sent the bra size you requested or an
equivalent size, and unfortunately we are unable to
make any changes. If we are unable to supply your
particular size, we suggest that, for your own comfort,
you decorate and wear your own bra. Whilst every
effort has been made to send the T-shirt you requested,
we’re sorry if, in some cases, this was not possible.
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Know the charity
you are supporting
It takes time and courage to train for
Oh and by the way, we always Walk the
a challenge like this, followed by sheer
Walk in our trademark, decorated bras!
determination to collect the fundraising...
Want to know how we are doing?
so here are a few things we think you
You can visit our website at any time and see
should know about us...
just how much money we have raised on any
Walk the Walk is a grant-making charity, which
of our challenges. It is usually updated weekly
means that everybody taking part in our
by individual challenge at
challenges raises money for us – we then grant
walkthewalk.org/challenges
it to other charities and organisations where we
Where does the money go?
know it will do the most good for vital breast
We not only fund specific research projects,
cancer causes. Most of the money raised at the
but also help improve the quality of life both
MoonWalk Scotland stays in Scotland to help
emotionally and physically for those going
cancer patients throughout the country.
through cancer now. Visit our website to find out
How do we raise the money?
more about the wonderful work your funds are
Walk the Walk specialise in organising a variety of achieving: walkthewalk.org/grants
Power Walks, treks and even skiing events, so that
All charities incur unavoidable costs, and Walk
people like you can set yourself a challenge. We
then help you to get fitter with the aim of reaching the Walk is no exception, but we work hard
to keep these costs as low as possible and
your goal, and meanwhile you help us to raise
each year aim to run the charity within 25%
money – it’s a great exchange!
of our fundraising so that we can allocate
75% towards our grants.
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Preparing for the big night
Preparing your feet

They are going to work hard on the night, so
treat them kindly with a little pampering to be
sure that they won’t let you down.
Visit a chiropodist for a treatment, or better
still, ask somebody to make a home visit to treat
your whole team and make a night of it!

Food and drink

Help your body to meet the challenge of not only
Power Walking a Full or Half Marathon (or New
Moon or Over The Moon Challenge), but doing
it at night.

Water – SIP LITTLE AND OFTEN!
As essential as the shoes on your feet, make sure
you are well hydrated in the weeks leading up
Remove all hard skin and cut your toe
to your challenge. Aim to drink approximately
nails short, making sure that you file any sharp 2 litres a day.
corners. An untreated corn or a little bit of rough
skin can easily cause blisters.
On the night ensure that you always have a
bottle of water in your hand and continually sip.
Blisters can be caused by a number of factors
Gulping large volumes of water will only result
from shoes that do not fit properly to extreme
in you spending precious time in toilet queues!
weather conditions such as very hot, or very wet
weather. Covering your feet in a good layer of
Energy foods – EAT LITTLE AND OFTEN!
Vaseline especially between the toes, will go a
This will do you more good than a large meal.
long way to protecting them. However if you
Eat plenty of carbohydrates such as pasta, rice
are unfortunate enough to get a blister, stick
and baked potatoes, plus of course vegetables
Micropore on it as soon as possible or have
and fruits. Avoid rich, spicy or processed foods
it treated by the event medical team.
on the night as this will put extra work on your
digestive system. Snacks, nibbles, power
Now is a great time to treat yourself
bars and energy tablets can be just the thing
to a foot massage or pedicure!
if you feel you need a boost, particularly if you
also take on a little water.
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What do I wear and
what do I need to bring
on the night?
So that we all look part of this amazing
team and so you are as comfortable as
possible, we suggest that you wear the
following:

Space blanket – To be attached to your
Bumbag as a reflector or worn for warmth
WEAR IT AND BE SEEN!
Warm clothing – You will probably feel
cold at the end of the walk. You MUST make
•Black leggings/shorts – Track pants, jeans
sure that you have adequate warm clothing
etc are not suitable as the seams will rub.
stowed to wear after you have completed your
•Training shoes – Please use the ones that
distance.
you have been training in, now is not the time
Your Walker Number – Your number is your
to wear new shoes.
passport to The MoonWalk Scotland. The colour
•Walk the Walk T-shirt – Use this to travel
on the front indicates your start time and where
to and from the event in (unless you really want you should set up camp in the main tent. Fill in
to come on the bus in your bra!).
your personal details on the reverse of the number
•Sweat top – Zip front and long sleeves if
in case of an emergency.
possible so that you can wear it tied around your Cushions and getting comfy – see ‘What
waist or over your shoulders if you get cold.
happens now?’
•Hat – For your own safety, your hat has
Avoid backpacks
reflective strips, plus if your head is warm
HOT TIP!
of all styles
the rest of you will be so... keep your hat on!
A backpack of any type Check your laces. If
your shoes have non
Bumbag and essentials to carry
is unnecessary and not
slip shoe laces, do not
helpful on a challenge
with you
of this nature. The straps tie them too tightly. As
• Lip salve
you walk and your feet
will rub and cause
• Vaseline
swell your laces will do
uncomfortable
• Toilet paper or tissues!
just as they say, not slip
• Weather protector for wind, rain or cold – don’t pressure. Everything
forget to bring the one that was included in your you need should fit into or relax as normal laces.
a Bumbag which will
pack. Replacements will be available on the
You could be putting
then allow you to use
night for a minimum donation of £2.00.
unnecessary pressure
your arms to power
• Paper & pencil
on the top of your foot
forward.
• £15.00 in cash just in case!
and cause bruising.
• Camera
Drinks
• Safety pins to attach your Walker Number
DON’T FORGET
There will be plenty
• Small blister pack with plasters just in case
Your hat, Walker
of
water
available
– different weather conditions such as heat
Number and safety pins
throughout
the
night
or rain can cause blisters which you might
to attach your number.
both
in
MoonWalk
not usually get.
No Walker Number
City and on the route.
• If you are somebody who needs to eat often
– no admittance
make sure you bring a supply of nibbles,
From 8.30pm – Sunday
glucose tablets, power bars or chocolate.
midday you will be able
to purchase hot drinks
Sunscreen – Due to the time of year and the
from a number of stalls
OVER THE
early morning sunrise, it is essential to wear
situated inside the main
MOONERS
sunscreen.
site, not far from the
Marker pen – To write your name on your front main Entrance and Exit. Don’t forget you may
and back so that everybody knows who to shout Food can also be
want a change of shoes
for! If you want to be sure that you get your photo, purchased but only
or socks to leave at the
also write your Walker Number visibly on your
check point on the
after 1.00am Sunday
body, just in case we can’t see the one on your leg.
Finish Line!
morning.
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What time do I arrive?
Gates open

Full Moon Walkers and New Moon
Walkers to arrive 20.30 - 21.30
Half Moon Walkers and Over The Moon
Walkers to arrive 21.00 - 22.00
There will be no admittance into
MoonWalk City before 20.30

1025 1025
Ann Walker

Ann Walker

Half Marathon Numbers
Pale Yellow or Pink

Gates will close promptly at 22.00
As you enter MoonWalk City you will
be asked to show your Walker Number,
and the entrance tab will be removed.
Ann Walker
Ann Walker
If for some reason you do not have your
number please make your way to the Help
Desk at the side of the Main Entrance.
Full Marathon Numbers

1025 1025

Please Note: 3 Land Challengers and
Over The Moon Challengers can choose
which start they prefer. However we
strongly advise that Over The Moon
Walkers, with the time limit of 14 hours
to complete the challenge, leave in the
first start as there is no time allowance
for later starts.
Do you want to start with your friend?
You are welcome to move back a start
but you cannot go forward. So anyone in
the Yellow start can go to Pink. Please do
not try to go forward as our Security will
politely move you back!

Bright Yellow or Pink

1025 1025
Ann Walker

Ann Walker

New Moon Numbers – Green
Over The Moon – Blue

Please check that your personal name
and number are on the front of the
Walker Number and that you fill in your
emergency contact details on the back.

Please be patient!

There will be many, many MoonWalkers
arriving with you so please be patient. Relax
and enjoy the ride!

Where is the start?

The Start and Finish will be in Holyrood Park,
situated in the south east part of Edinburgh.

Entrance to the park

The main entrance to the park is off Queen’s
Drive. There is also an entrance from the east
via Duke’s Walk.
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How do I get there?
Holyrood Park is the location for
The MoonWalk Scotland. Please check
the estimated time of travel for your
chosen form of transport. Please be
sure to allow enough time to reach
the event site for your entry time.

Picking Up

Arriving by car

If you are flying into Edinburgh there is an
express bus service from the airport to the
city centre which runs 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week. Airlink 100 terminates at Waverley
Bridge, a short walk from the event site and
tickets can be bought from a kiosk at the
airport, on the bus or online.

We would advise all Walkers to travel to
Holyrood Park by public transport to avoid
congestion in the area. There will also be plenty
of taxis, however if you must travel by car,
please be aware that there will be no parking
in the park at any time. For dropping off and
picking up, we suggest using Queen’s Drive.

If you need to park in Edinburgh please
use the NCP car parks as there is little
street parking in the area. The nearest 24
hour car park is Edinburgh St John’s Hill.

When you are ready to be collected, contact
your driver and arrange a meeting point at
Queen’s Drive. This will avoid traffic congestion
and other Walkers.

Arriving by Plane

See edinburghairport.com
for further information.

Arriving by Train and Bus

The main station in Edinburgh and the most
convenient one for transport connections to
For more information on getting into Edinburgh Holyrood Park is Waverley Station, located
visit bing.com
in the city centre. From there it is just 0.8
or google.co.uk/maps
miles to The MoonWalk Scotland. Lothian
Buses number 34 from Leith Street drops off
Arriving by Coach
at Abbeyhill which is just north of the event
There is NO coach parking in Holyrood Park.
site. This journey will take approximately 20
Please read the following information and help minutes depending on traffic.
your coach driver to drop you off and pick you For further information, visit
up easily.
walkthewalk.org/moonwalkscotland
or lothianbuses.com
Dropping off point
Your coach can drop you off on Queen’s Drive
Taxis
which is to the west of the event site but there
Taxis are plentiful from Waverley Station, either
is no waiting and your driver must stay with the
from the main concourse or if queues are long,
coach whilst everyone gets off.
there is another taxi rank on Waverley Bridge.
Estimated journey time 5 - 10 minutes
Parking
Your coach company or driver must make their depending on the volume of traffic.
own arrangements for parking – there is no
If you need a taxi when you have
parking in Holyrood Park at any time.
completed your challenge, they will

also be found on Queen’s Drive.
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Holyrood Park

London Road
REGENT TERRACE
Easter
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Road
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Shopping Park
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Carlton Road

Holyrood
Palace

MoonWalk City

Queen’s Drive

The Royal Mile

Holyrood Road

Scottish
Parliament
Dynamic
Earth

enge

Queen’s Drive

Main
HOLYROOD PARK
Entrance

Walking

As you are already feeling fit and ready to go,
walking may be a good option to get your
limbs loosened up. Distance from Waverley
Station 0.8 miles estimated journey time
approximately 20 minutes depending
on walking speed.
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Decorating your bra
This year all our MoonWalkers are
Walking the Walk of Fame, as Holywood
comes to Holyrood and for one night only
you can enjoy the glitz and glamour of
the red carpet and become your favourite
film character all in the name of raising
awareness!
Be adventurous and whatever you
choose, make it fun!
You’ve done the training, you’re feeling fit...
it’s time to decorate your bra. Now it doesn’t
mean wearing your bra over your T-shirt – that’s
not how we have managed to raise over £121
million, plus it’s not a good look and it’s very
uncomfortable – it means wearing your bra in all
its splendid glory, and that goes for the boys too!

Whatever you decide to make, you will most
certainly need the following items; if you are part
of a team, share the cost...
• A hot water dye - in just 20 minutes with the
help of a saucepan you can dye your bra into
a fabulous colour which makes a great base
to start from. Fabric spray paints are a good
alternative to dying the bra, quick and easy
to use; they come in every colour imaginable
including neons.
• A small glue gun available from any DIY
or craft shop.
• Needles and thread.
• All the bits and pieces for you to get creative!

Hot tips for all!

• Always wash your bra before decorating it.
• NEVER decorate under the arms on the elastic.
• If you decorate the back, be sure that your
For some, creating a masterpiece is easy, but for
decoration allows the elastic to stretch, or
others a little more help is required. Follow our
your bra won’t fit!
guide and tips on how to make a wonderful
creation that’s comfortable to wear and cunningly • Adjust your straps before sewing anything
onto them.
disguises those bits that we might rather hide.
• If you stitch onto the cups try not to stitch
The important thing is to be there with all your
through to the inside of the cup as it can
fellow Walkers raising awareness in true Walk
become uncomfortable.
the Walk style.
• Try to do at least one training walk in your bra,
or at least wear it around the house for a while...
always fun... to make sure it works for you!

Essential equipment
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What about your tum?

Most probably the one bit that everybody is self
conscious about... but never fear, try using
fringing all the way around the bottom of the bra,
it comes in all different lengths, or create a little
skirt to your bra, it looks great and does the job!
But beware... whatever you attach to the bottom,
be sure to allow for the elastic to stretch when
you put the bra on!

Larger boobs?

If you are a little conscious of showing your
assets... then use interesting fabrics that you can
drape and swathe without adding volume. You
can find gorgeous soft materials that will sparkle
and shimmer all the way through the night.

Smaller boobs?

Try covering your bra in flowers, pom poms, frills
or anything voluminous, it adds inches and can
create the illusion of the cleavage you may desire!

Those upper arms

If your upper arms are not quite as toned as you
would like... why not try attaching mock sleeves
in chiffon, finish them at the wrist and they will
keep you warm as well, or attach fringing from the
straps that will gently hang to the elbow.

The final touch

On the night, if it’s cold and wet, it’s a good idea to
wear your weather protector, not a sophisticated
piece of equipment but it certainly does the job.
Worn over your bra it will keep you warm and
dry whatever the weather, and still display your
handiwork... don’t wait until you are cold... just
wear it!

DON’T FORGET A bit of Vaseline under the
straps and along the bra line can help keep you
comfortable whatever the night brings.
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How to get into MoonWalk City

Black
personal
walker
number
and name

Bag Tag

1021025
5 1025
Ann Walker

Ann Walker

Ann Walker

Entrance
ticket
Food ticket

Black
personal
number
and name

Back of
Walker
Number –
personal
details to
be filled in

Finish
Line
ticket

Your Walker Number must NOT be laminated!

Your Walker Number

Entrance to The MoonWalk is strictly
by your Walker Number – there will
be no admittance without it!
As you cross the Entrance you will be asked to
produce your Walker Number and the Entrance
Ticket will be torn off.

Do you need help?

There are 2 Walk the Walk Help Desks situated
on the event site. For all help and assistance
and in genuine cases of forgotten or lost Walker
Numbers the Help Desks can be found at:
· 20.20 – 22.00 by the Main Entrance, on the
outside of the fence.
· 20.30 until Midnight by the Main Entrance,
inside MoonWalk City.
· Midnight to 12.00 Midday at the Bag Tent.

Please be aware: to replace a Walker
Number photographic identity will be
required.

Which Number Start am I?
Start

Start

1 2

There are 2 starts and it is important that you
join the start that you have been allocated to so
that everybody has the opportunity to walk at
their chosen pace and that you don’t cause any
bottlenecks.
Please Note:
Over The Mooners can choose their start but
are strongly advised to join the Yellow Start to
allow maximum time for the challenge.
3 Land Challengers can choose their start.
New Moon Challengers will be at the back
of the Yellow Start.
Please go to your allocated start.

Please stay in the main tent until you are
invited to the Start Line!
Please do not call Walk the Walk as we will
be unable to transfer you to any other
start.

IMPORTANT If you have forgotten the Space
Blanket or Weather Protector that has been sent
to you or would like more, you can purchase
them at any of the stalls in the main tent for a
minimum donation of £2.00 each
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Pasta, Rice and
all things nice!

Water
Massage

Toilets

Over the Moon
Three Land
Challenge
Checkpoint

Yellow
Start

Pink
Start

Volunteers
Tent

Stage

Pop up Shop
New Moon
Meeting Point

Start/
Finish

Water Tattoos & Balloons
Food
Help
Scotland and Drink
Desk
on Sunday

Main
Entrance
/Exit

Bag
Tent

Volunteer
Gate

New Moon
and Over
The Moon
Registration

First Aid

Queen’s Drive
Stalls to look out for in MoonWalk City Tattoos and Balloons All the best Walk the
Shop at Walk the Walk in our pop up
shop Visit Walk the Walk’s online shop
at The MoonWalk. An ideal chance to check out
our range of t-shirts, plus our range of clothing,
ideal for Power Walkers and all other activities.
You can also buy essentials such as Bumbags,
Hoodies, Buffs and of course chocolate! Best
of all, 100% of all the profits from WalkWear are
given to the charity... so everyone is a winner!
Help Desk Need help? Then this is where
to head for. If you forget your Walker Number,
please be aware that you will need photographic
ID to get a replacement!
Massage Area A lovely way to idle some time
and get prepared!

Walkers are wearing our tattoos – check out our
designs and balloons at our stall!
Walkers Hub This is a great place to find out
more about all sorts of Walk the Walk things... buy
chocolate and other goodies... use it as a meeting
point in the main tent, to meet friends if you are
walking alone, or to meet friends you have already
met online, we look forward to meeting you!
And, if you feel like finding out more about Walk
the Walk challenges and adventures to places like
the Arctic, Peru, Iceland and more, then this is the
place to be!
The Kitchen Don’t forget to pick up your
Organic Pasta or Savoury Rice – and delicious
flapjacks!
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What happens now?
Find your colour zone
YELLOW

PINK

When you have located your zone, make
your camp in this area. There will be no
tables or chairs, so you may be more comfortable
sitting on a blow up cushion that will fit into your
bag when you stow it.

For New Moon and Over The Moon Walkers
and 3 Land Challengers, please stow your
bags in the yellow section, Over the Mooners’
bags will then be transported to the check point
at the Finish Line.
Bag Tent
YELLOW

Start

PINK
Start
Everything you bring with you that is not part of
your essential walking kit must fit into the bag that
2 Use your Bag Label – Your bag label is
you stow.
attached to the top of your Walker Number. On
Organic Pasta and Savoury Rice
the reverse side of the label, clearly fill in your
All our food is organic and delicious!... Don’t skip name and address in capital letters and ink.
your meal, you will need hot food and carbs to
3 When is the bag store open?
keep you going.
You can store your bags from
Savoury Rice is only available to those who
20.30 - 22.30.
ordered it.
Once your bag is stored you will not be able to
If you have allergies to any foods, please check
retrieve it until the end of your walk. Your bag
the ingredients listed on the blackboards behind will be returned to you provided the Bag Label
the serving area in the main tent.
matches your Walker Number.

Toilets

There are lots of toilets around the site and on
the route, but sadly not one each... please be
prepared to queue at times!

How do I store my bag?

Each Walker is permitted to store only one
medium sized bag, everything you store must
fit into this bag. Large bags and suitcases will not
be accepted.
1 The Bag Tent on site is clearly marked.
Whether you are taking part in the Half Moon
or Full Moon, visit the section of the tent that is
marked with your challenge, and make sure your
bag is clearly marked with your bag tag.

Security

Whilst security will be in operation at The
MoonWalk, Walkers leaving their bags
do so at their own risk. Walk the Walk
Worldwide Ltd and Walk the Walk in Action
Ltd are not responsible for any loss or damage
to property.

Leave enough time - there may
be queues!

What will happen leading
up to midnight?
Full Moon Walkers and New Moon
Walkers to arrive 20.30 - 21.30
Half Moon Walkers and Over The Moon
Walkers to arrive 21.00 - 22.00

Don’t skip the stretch!

Join Roy Gayle as he leads a different warm
up for each of the starts.

Important: all New Mooners and Over The
Mooners must register upon arrival in the
Bag Tent.
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Checklist
To help time pass before you set off on
this extraordinary challenge, be sure
to eat your hot meal and enjoy all the
facilities in the main tent; there are lots
of things to keep you entertained!

R No Walker Number = No entry
R Safety pins to attach your number.
R Bumbag and essentials – make sure you

have everything – check the list on page 7.

Why not visit our Pop Up Shop for T-shirts, pins, R
and not least of all, chocolate... or you could pick
up a Temporary Tattoo. If that’s all too much,
relax into a Massage... And don’t forget to eat
your pasta and rice... you are going to need it!   
If you have not stowed your bags by 22.20...
last chance just 10 minutes left!
When we are given the all clear for each
R
start to leave it will be announced and
you and your colour will be invited to the
Start Line... Meanwhile, stay in the tent
R
and start warming up with Roy Gayle!
Please note that all Over The Moon
Challengers will leave in the Yellow Start
and be led into position at the front, by our CREW.
All New Moon Challengers will be escorted
to their starting position at the back of the Yellow
Start.
YELLOW
The Yellow Start countdown
The Pink Start is invited to the Start Line
PINK
The Pink Start countdown

Have a great walk and
a wonderful night!

Poncho and Space Blanket – Don’t forget to
bring these with you, and for your own safety
WEAR YOUR Space Blanket at all times even
if it is just tied onto your Bumbag.
Additional Ponchos and Space Blankets
will be available on the night from
WalkWear and around the MoonWalk
site, for a minimum donation of £2.00
Both at MoonWalk City and out on the route,
PLEASE PLACE ALL YOUR LITTER IN THE
BINS PROVIDED!
Friends and supporters – arrange to meet
them at the recommended places so they
get the best views. Please DO NOT ask
them to join you on the walk. The pavements
are already at maximum capacity and
additional Walkers could result in the event
being stopped in future, which would be
tragic for us all.

R Ask supporters to stay on the opposite
pavement to the Walkers.

R Friends and supporters can wait for you at

the Finish Line and help cheer everybody in!

R If you’re loving The MoonWalk, find out

about other Walk the Walk challenges; just
visit walkthewalk.org and start planning
your next goal!

New Mooners... Don’t forget, when you arrive back at MoonWalk City
after your challenge, you are welcome to come back into the main tent for
hot drinks, snacks and to chill out.
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Essential tips for
a great MoonWalk!
Keep on the pavements
Keep the noise down
Make it a safe MoonWalk

The New Moon, Half Moon, Full Moon
and Over The Moon – four separate
challenges

By entering The MoonWalk Scotland, you chose
your specific challenge of a Quarter, Half, Full or
Double Marathon. Your challenge or distance
CANNOT be changed. If you entered the New
Moon or Half Moon, you are not permitted to
continue walking after your chosen distance.
If you entered the Full Moon but only complete
half, you have not completed your challenge.
If you entered the Over The Moon, you must
complete both Marathons by 13.30 on Sunday.

Toilets

You will find toilets approximately every
2-4 miles. We have many more toilets than
required for an event of this size… but there
is not one each – so queuing is inevitable!
How to manage toilet stops
1 DO NOT GULP LARGE QUANTITIES OF
WATER – SIP LITTLE AND OFTEN.
2 Agree with your walking pals when you will
stop. Ask the team to wait, otherwise in the few
minutes it takes you to use the loo, your pals will
be a few hundred yards away and you will have
to run to catch up.

Remember the more you stop the harder
it is to get going again.
3 Make a note of all the toilet stops in advance
of the night.
4 DO NOT QUEUE – TAKE A SHORT WALK
TO THE NEXT ONES.
If you must stop follow the Marshal’s instructions
of where to queue. Beware when you stop your
muscles seize up and you may get cold.
5 PLEASE do not urinate or anything else in
the street, just remember how nasty it is for the
person cleaning up behind you!

Water

Sip – little and often There are water sites at
MoonWalk City and approximately every 5 miles.
Always carry a bottle in your hand as it is very
easy to become dehydrated without knowing it.
Please note that our recovery ‘Bra’ vehicles will
also carry water for emergency use.

Recycle your bottles –
keep The MoonWalk clean

First Aid

Our First Aid provider will be Rescue Medics.
They will be based on The MoonWalk site and
stationed at sites along the route. There are also
paramedics on cycles and on motorbikes
patrolling the route.
Important – Be sure that you really need an
ambulance before you ask for one to be called.
If you call an ambulance you MUST wait for it
to arrive.

Crew/Volunteers

The MoonWalk has a special team of more than
1,000 Crew/Volunteers; their role is to ensure all
our Walkers have a safe night and keep smiling –
help them to help you!
The Crew are all briefed before the event so
please listen to their instructions, particularly
on road crossings.
There are ‘Zone Leaders’ in charge of the Crew on
each mile of The MoonWalk, if you have a serious
problem ask for a ‘Zone Leader’ to help you.

Know the crew!

Crew will be wearing: Bright yellow caps, yellow
T-shirts, white capes.
Zone Leaders will be wearing: Bright orange
caps, orange T-shirts, white capes.
Crossing Marshals wear high visibility vests.
Walk the Walk staff wear light pink T-shirts or
orange high visibility jackets with TEAM on the back.
All the clothes are well marked with The
MoonWalk and Walk the Walk.
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Crossing roads

Please cross roads where you’re advised by
our Crew and Police, and with great care. It is
extremely dangerous to rush the lights just to
keep up with friends… Use your common sense
at all times!

ALWAYS KEEP TO THE PAVEMENTS.

Sweeper Cars

A BIG temptation! After crossing the Finish
Line there is a huge temptation to lie down on
your space blanket, rest those weary limbs and
close your eyes. If the day is hot and bright this
can be dangerous. For your own safety find some
shade and avoid direct sunlight.
Don’t Forget – knowing how to recover from
a challenge is as important as knowing how to
prepare. Go to Page 30 in your Training Guide
for the best tips on recovery...

We have a team of 11 vehicles that will patrol
the route; they are easily spotted as they are all
1 Put on warm dry clothes as soon as you cross
branded with large pink bras! If you need help or
the Finish Line. Your body temperature will drop
can not walk any further, stop any of these cars
the moment you stop walking and it could make
and they will deliver you back to MoonWalk City.
you feel faint.

BE AWARE THAT ONCE YOU CLIMB INTO THE
CAR YOU ARE OUT OF THE EVENT AND WILL
NOT RECEIVE A MEDAL.

Noise

We want you to have fun but please remember
that you are passing through residential areas
and some people do want to sleep!

The Finish Line and Medals

Hooray you made it! As you reach the Finish
Line you will see a band of eager Volunteers all
waiting to welcome you home!

2 Avoid alcohol until you have completed
all 5 points!
3 Drink plenty of water, and eat some
hi-carbohydrate food or snacks.
4 A good stretch to release tension in your back,
shoulders and legs... or at least a slow walk to
the bus stop will really help!
5 A warm (not too hot) bath and some sleep and
you will be back on form!

The MoonWalk Finish Line closes when
the very last Walker crosses the Line –
The medal – You will then be awarded your
you can be sure that we will be there to give you
medal. There are 4 different medals, the New
a huge welcome... However if you decide to stop
Moon 6.55 miles, The Half Moon 13.1 miles, The
off for breakfast on your way to the Finish Line,
Full Moon 26.2 miles and the Over The Moon
which has been known, I am afraid that we won’t
52.4 miles.
be able to wait for you!
Walker Number – You will then be asked to
hand in the tear off slip on the left hand corner
continues on next page
of your Walker Number.
Don’t forget your bags! – Collect your bag
from the tent area that matches your start colour.
The EXIT is the only way out of MoonWalk City.
You cannot leave the site through the Finish Line.
The good news though… as you reach the gate
there will be stalls selling hot drinks and food!
Please note that all the food and drink sold at
The MoonWalk is organic or very clean!
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On the question of medals?

Friends, family and supporters

Q What happens if I don’t manage to complete
the challenge that I have entered?

5 easy steps to make sure that you and your
supporters get to see each other and have a
great night!

A Sadly there are some people that for many
different reasons do not manage to cross the
Finish Line. Whilst we have the utmost admiration
and congratulate everybody for entering the
challenge, we cannot give medals to
non-finishers as it would diminish the value to
those people that do stay the course – after all
completion is part of the challenge!

2 Please ask family and friends not to stand
on the same side of the road as the Walkers as
this causes congestion and is unfair to all those
taking part.

Q What happens if I entered the Half Moon
and then decided on the night to complete
a Full Marathon?

3 There will be no vehicle access to Holyrood
Park. Supporters wanting to wait at the Finish
Line can be admitted into the park on foot only.

A By continuing to walk the Full Marathon
route, you will be breaking our health and safety
requirements and Marshals will request that you
leave the course. No matter how many extra
miles you may cover you will still only receive
a Half Marathon Medal.

4 There is no exit for Walkers out
of the Finish Line. When you have
completed your challenge, friends and
family on the Finish Line should make their
way to the exit gate and meet you there.

Q What happens if I entered the Full Moon
and then decide to only complete a Half Moon?
A You will not receive a Medal as you have not
completed your chosen challenge.

5 Please do not ask supporters to join
you on the walk, previously this resulted
in many more people being on the
pavement than was expected, which
could result in the event being stopped.

Q What happens if I am taking part in the Over
The Moon Challenge but I only complete one
circuit of the route?

The Walk the Walk team all wish you an
amazing MoonWalk experience and a
wonderful night.

A You will get a Full Moon Medal but you will not
get an Over The Moon Medal.
Please do not request a medal as it causes
embarrassment for the Volunteers who are
following event instructions. However, whatever
distance you cover it is a fantastic achievement
and we want to recognise that. Please let us
know at the checkpoint and we will send you a
personal letter with the mileage and time you
finished, as a recognition for your achievement
that can then be passed to sponsors.

1 Only participants with Walker Numbers
can enter MoonWalk City.

Keep on walking, supporting
and uniting with us against
breast cancer... We are
making a difference !

For lots more of your most commonly asked
Q&As visit walkthewalk.org/scotlandbignight
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